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"Mirage Strike!"

The fifth elder did not expect such a powerful attack immediately. It exceeded his expectations and caught him off guard.

Right after that, he rapidly retreated and used the Martial Technique of the Hiltons, the Mirage Strike. He summoned up six

illusory fists that met the incoming attack!

Bang!

With an intense clash, the Thundering Fist met the Mirage Strike!

Even though the two of them were at the initial Almighty State and their power was at the same level, the old man from the

Thompsons managed to attack first. He managed to force the fifth elder from the Hiltons back with that blow!

The fifth elder staggered back a few steps before he managed to steady himself!

Taking the chance, the sixth uncle charged forward, not hesitating at all to strike at the fifth elder's chest!

"Not good!"

The fifth elder's expression changed.

When it came to a fight between experts, it was always a matter of inches!

He lost the initiative due to his carelessness. It was already too late to strike back!

So, all he could do was retreat. Yet, the sixth’s attack seemed to follow him everywhere!

If he took that attack, he would probably be injured!

"Don't think you can do whatever you want to!"

At that moment, the fourth elder reacted very quickly.

He quickly used Mirage Strike and charged at the sixth's back.

It was obvious that he planned on forcing the sixth to abandon his attack with that!

"Despicable!" The sixth uncle was very reluctant, but there was nothing he could do!

He knew that he would probably be heavily injured by the fourth elder even if he managed to injure the fifth elder if that

continued!

It would do him no good if both sides ended up injured!

So, he was helpless and was forced to pull back on his attack. After that, he used Thundering Fist to meet the Mirage Strike from

the fourth elder!

Bang!

With an intense clash, the two of them were evenly matched!

"Sixth, take this!” After the fifth elder managed to escape trouble, he was suddenly incredibly angered.

After that, he struck out with incredible force!

The fourth elder closely followed with his attack!

Facing two by himself, the sixth uncle quickly found himself at a disadvantage. He was forced back, and did not have any way to

fight back!

However, he was still someone at the Almighty State. He was no weakling!

He started to constantly avoid the attacks, trying his best to avoid confrontation!

For the moment, he was barely able to hold on, but things did not look good!

"Leon, die!" At the same time, Eliam already rushed forward.

Right after that, he struck out with immense force at Leon and Yuri!

"This is bad."

Yuri's expression changed drastically at the sight. His heart completely sank!

Even though he was the strongest among the younger generation of the Southern region, already reaching the intermediate

Emperor State, he was still nowhere near the level of Eliam, who was already at the Semi Almighty State, being from the oldest

generation!

If there were no surprises, he would not even be able to protect himself, let alone Leon!
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